1» Introduction* In this paper we define and study Segal algebras on hypergroups with emphasis on spectral synthesis. A good deal of Harmonic Analysis has recently been developed on locally compact hypergroups by Dunkl [5] , Spector [21] , Jewett [9] , and Ross ([17] , [18] ). Our basic reference will be Jewett [9] . Throughout this paper K will denote a commutative locally compact hypergroup ('Convos' in [9] ) such that its dual K is a hypergroup under pointwise operations and notation and terminology for Harmonic Analysis on K will be as in [4] . As proved in ( [23] , Appendix) K is first countable if and only if it is metrizable. Being commutative, K admits a Haar measure m, as shown by Spector [22] . The convolution algebra L\m) -L\K) can be identified with the pointwise algebra A{K) of Fourier transforms on K. Chilana and Ross [4] proved that A(K) is a regular algebra of functions on K with a bounded approximate unit and it satisfies a stronger form of Ditkin's condition at points in the center Z(K) of K. They also gave examples to show that not all points in K need be spectral sets. This is partially in contrast with the situation in locally compact abelian groups where Ditkin's condition is satisfied for L\G) at each point of G. Warner [24] proved it for the algebra L\G)ΠL\G) f Hewitt and Ross ([7] , 39.32) showed that it is true for dense Banach modules ^ in L\G) such that <%f*U(G) is dense in ^. Also Yap [26] proved the same for the algebra L\G) Π L P (G)(1 <^ p < oo) and then extended it to Segal algebras in L\G) ([27] , [28] ), which turn out to be Banach !/((?)-modules of ( [7] , 39.32). In §2 we define a Segal algebra S(K) on K and prove that the algebra AS(K) of Fourier transforms of functions in S(K) is a regular algebra of functions on K with an approximate unit which is bounded in A(K). We then show that a Banach algebra (2^, ]| U^ ) satisfying {/ e L\K), f e C 00 (K)} c <2S c L\K)
is a Segal algebra if and only if it is a Banach I/(if)-module with L\K)*^/ dense in (^, || |U) and most of the results in ( [7] , 39.32) have their analogues for K. We then define locally convex Segal algebras on K and extend the above results to them. Various stronger forms of Ditkin's condition have been given by Wik [25] , Rosenthal [16] and Saeki [19] for the algebra L\G) of a locally compact abelian group G and they all coincide when G is σ-compact and metrizable. In §3 we give analogues of their definitions for S(K) which coincide when K is σ-compact and first countable and S(K) is a Banach algebra. We prove that the analogous conditions for S(K) on special hypergroups K are satisfied at the points of the center Z(K). We note that this is new even in the case of locally compact abelian groups (compare ( [7] , 39.32) and [28] ). We further apply our results to study spectral synthesis in S(K). In the end we indicate that some of the results can be proved for abstract Segal algebras (also compare Burnham [2] , [3] ).
In §4 we give examples of Segal algebras on hypergroups; they include analogues of some Segal algebras on groups such as B V (G), A V (G), and A {p , g) (G) given by Yap [27] , Larsen, Liu and Wang [11] , (see also Larsen [10] ) and Yap [29] respectively. 2* Segal algebras on hypergroups* In this section we will introduce the concept of Segal algebras on K. As stated in §1 we assume throughout that K is a commutative hypergroup under pointwise operations. The Plancherel measure on K will be denoted by π and the Haar measure on K by m. DEFINITION 2.1. Let S(K) be a subalgebra of L\K) which is a Banach algebra under a norm \\ \\ s such that S( i ) / e L\K) and feC 0Q (K) imply that / e S(K), S(ii) S(K) is translation invariant and for some ^>0||/ x || s^^| |/[! s for each / e S(K) and x 6 K, and S(iii) for each feS(K), the mapping x-+f x of K into S(K) is continuous.
Then S(K) will be called a Segal algebra. REMARKS 
(i) The Fourier transforms of the functions in S(K) form a subalgebra AS(K) of A(K) with the norm carried over from S(K).
Because of ([4], 2.6) S(i) gives that S(K) is || || r dense in L\K).
For the group case this is the condition that is imposed on S(K) rather than our S(i) and then S(i) is proved to be true (for instance, cf. [14] VI, 2.2(iii)) (see Remark 3.1 also).
(ii) In view of ([4], 2.5) for each compact set E of K and symmetric set V with compact closure such that π(V) > 0 there is a function φ in A m {K) and thus in AS(K) such that 0 ^ ψ <^ 1, φ = 1 on E and φ == 0 outside E* V* V. In particular, for each compact set E in K there exists φ in AS(K) such that ψ = 1 on E.
(iii) In view of (ii) above AS(K) satisfies ( [14] , II, 1.1 (iii)) i.e., for any 7eK and any neighborhood U of 7 there is a function τ r in A 00 (K) and thus in AS(K) such that τ r is 1 in a neighborhood of 7 and zero outside U. So by ([14] , II, 1.3) localization lemma is true for AS(K). This is the property which is used in proving some results on closed ideals in S(K) which we shall discuss later. (vii) given ε > 0, / e S(K) there exists a neighborhood U of the identity e in K such that \\f*u -f\\ s < e for u eL\K) with supp% c U, u ^ 0 and
? signifies involution in K); (viii) it follows from (ii) and (v) that (ii) The structure space of S(K) can be identified with ^%{K). The proof follows on the lines of ( [7] , 39.32) or alternatively of [28] . Burnham [3] has defined locally convex Segal algebras; we impose somewhat different conditions in order to have some interesting results which are satisfied by (Banach) Segal algebras defined above. REMARK 2.5. We first note a result; let B be a subalgebra of L\K) which is a normed algebra under a norm || ||. The completion A of B lies in &{K) if and only if there exists a constant C such that 11/11,^ C||/|| for all f in B and in that case \\f\\, £ C\\f\\ for all / in A. The proof is standard and for example can be obtained by using ( [14] , II, 3.6). DEFINITION 
Let {(S σ (K), || || σ )
; σ e Σ} be a collection of Banach algebras with S a (K)czL\K) for each σ. Let S Q (K) = f| {S σ (K): σeΣ} and S(K) be a subalgebra of S 0 (K) equipped with the topology given by norms {|| || σ : σ eΣ} restricted to S(K) which satisfies:
and for each σeΣ there exists an η σ > 0 such that \\f x \\ σ ^ η a \\f\\ σ for feS(K) and x e K, and L(iii) for each / e S(K) the mapping x->f x of K into S(K) is continuous.
Then S(K) will be called a locally convex Segal algebra. REMARK 
(i) The set AS(K) of Fourier transforms of functions in S(K) is a subalgebra of A{K) with topology carried over from that of S(K).
(ii) Because of Remark 2.5, for every σ eΣ there exists C σ such that 11/11, <ς CJI/IU for all / in S σ (K).
(iii) For / e S(K), h e L\K), σeΣ, the Bochner integral ll llσ-ί Hy)f y m(dy) exists in S a (K) . As in ( [14] , VI, 2.2(ii))
II \\Λ h{y)f y m{dy) also exists in L\K) and it can be proved in a similar manner that the integral is equal to /&*/• Because of (ii) the two integrals are equal and thus
WΛlλ h{y)f y m{dy)=h*f .
JK

So^ί
\\h(y)f v \\ a m(dy)
JK
\ \h(y)\\\f,\Umffly) Vo\ κ \h{y)\ \\f\\ σ m(dy) = Since S(K) is an ideal h*feS(K). (iv) To any compact subset F of K and σeΣ, there exists a constant C F , σ such that for each feS(K)
with / vanishing outside F we have ||/|| σ ^ C^WfW,. In fact, G FtO can be chosen to be ||τ||, where τ is a function as in Remark 2.2 (ii) which equals 1 on F.
(v) For a finite subset Σ' of Σ the set Π {S σ (K): σeΣ'} with II IU, = max{||.|L*er} is a Banch algebra and \\f x \\ Σ , ^ Vi>\\f\U> for / e S(K) where 7] Σ , = max {η σ : σ e Σ'}. So we can assume that Σ is saturated with respect to suprema of finite subsets of Σ.
(vi) Given s > 0, /e£(!£), <*&Σ there exists a neighborhood U of the identity e in K such that \\f*u-f\\ σ <ε/2 for ueL\K) with supp u c U f u ^ 0 and Thus {u α : αeΰ} is an approximate unit for S(K) so that {φ a : ae D) is an approximate unit for AS(K).
σeΣ} is a collection of Segal algebras then S 0 (K) = f\{S σ (K): σ eΣ} with the topology given by norms {| | \\ σ : σeΣ} is a sequentially complete locally convex Segal algebra.
Also if {feL\K)JeC Q0 (K)}^S(K)^S 0 (K)
and S(K) is a translation invariant ideal then S(K) is a Segal algebra. In fact, all locally convex Segal algebras are essentially of this type as we show below. THEOREM The proof for the Banach algebra case follows from Burnham [2] and also from obvious modification of ( [7] , 39.32 (u)) which can further be adapted to locally convex case in view of Theorem 2.10 above. For the locally convex Frechet algebra case the result has also been noted in ([3], p. 49). COROLLARY 
Let S(K) be as in Definition 2.6. Then there exists a collection {T a {K):σeΣ} of Segal algebras such that S(K) is a dense subset of T Q (
K) = f| {T σ (K):σeΣ}. Proof. Let T σ (K) be the completion of S(K) in S σ (K). Then T σ (K) isviii) T σ (K)*L\K) is dense in {T a (K) t || || σ ) So by Remark 2.4 (i) T a {K) is a Segal algebra. Since S(K) is dense in each (T σ (K), || || σ ), we have that S(K) is dense in T 0 (K).
A subset I of S(K) is a closed ideal if and only if it is a closed translation-invariant subspace.
Proof. It is enough to show that a closed translation-invariant subspace / of S(K) is an ideal in S(K). Let fel and heL\K). Then as in Remark 2.7 (iii) for each σ e Σ h*f is in the closure of I in S σ (K). Also h*f is in S(K). So h*f is in the closure T of I in S(K) and hence in I.
3* Spectral synthesis in Segal algebras* We assume in this section that K = <^f b (K) so that K is the structure space of S(K) where S(K) is as in Definition 2.6. This assumption is not needed in some of the results proved below. It also gives that the empty set is Calderon; this fact is usually expressed by saying that Ditkin's condition is satisfied at oo β (iii) In view of (ii) above and Corollary 2.
we have WienerTauberian theorem: If / belongs to S(K) and if / vanishes nowhere on K\ then the closed translation invariant subspace of S(K) generated by / is S(K) itself. (iv) E is spectral for S(K) if and only if it is so for L\K). (v) If E is a Calderon set for L\K) then it is so for S(K). In particular, points in Z(K) are Calderon for S(K) by ([4], 3.9).
REMARK 3.2. Because of Remark 2.2 (ii) a careful reading of (39.24), (39.39), and (39.42) in [7] gives the following results.
( i ) Let Δ denote the set of 7 in I" such that S(K) satisfies Ditkin's condition.
(a) If E is a closed subset of K such that the boundary dE c Δ and E contains no nonvoid perfect sets then E is a Calderon set for S(K).
(b) If E is a closed nonspectral subset of Δ then there exists a continuum of closed ideals in S(K) with zero set E.
(ii) If E is a closed subset of K such that Ed Z{K) and 3E contains no nonvoid perfect sets then E is a Calderon set for AS{K).
(
iii) Suppose that K is discrete at points of K\Z(K). If E is a closed set in K and E Π Z(K) contains no nonvoid perfect sets then E is a Calderon set for AS(K). In particular if K\Z{K) is discrete and Z(K) is countable then every closed subset of K is Calderon for AS(K).
(iv) If E is a closed nonspectral set in Z(K) then there exists a continuum of closed ideals in AS(K) with zero set E. (iv) Because of Remark 2.2 (ii) RosenthaΓs proof of Theorem 2.4(b) [16] can be modified to give that if E is a closed subset of K such that the boundary of E is sequentially strong Ditkin for S(K) then E is sequentially strong Ditkin for S(K). 2 (v) Theorem 2.8 gives that φ is ultra-strong Ditkin and it is sequentially strong Ditkin in case K is first countable.
(vi) A finite union of strong Ditkin (ultra-strong Ditkin, sequentially strong Ditkin) sets is strong Ditkin (respectively ultra-strong Ditkin, sequentially strong Ditkin). REMARK 3.5. As already noted in Remark 3.1 (iv) the points in the center Z(K) of K are Calderon for S(K). Since 7 6 Z(K) and / e S(K) need not imply 7/ is in S(K), we cannot have an analogue of Corollary 3.7 [4] straightaway. However points in Z(K) are ultra-strong Ditkin for S(K) and they are sequentially strong Ditkin in case K is first countable and σ-compact as we show in Theorem 3.6 below. In fact we show in Remark 3.9 that if E is ultra-strong Ditkin (respectively sequentially strong Ditkin) for L\K) then it is so for S(K). THEOREM 
Let jeZ(K).
Then there is a net {f a :aeΛ} in S(K) such that (i) ll/«lli<3 for all a.
( and / α = w^*^ .
Then h a eL\K) and H^IL = JJ^ -U^QFA\I < 3 and therefore, f a e L\K) and ||/ α ||i<3. Also f a -^. A α has compact support and hence f a eS (K) .
Thus h a = 0 in the neighborhood 7*Γ of 7. So (i) and (iii) are satisfied. Now to check (ii) let / e S(K) be such that f(j) = 0. Let σ e Σ and ε > 0 be arbitrary; then there exists β 1 (depending upon /, ε, and σ) such that VoWf -f*u β \\ σ <-ϊ-for all β ^ ft .
Then %ll/*w, 9 -/* Wίi || β <-l for all /9 ^ A . Now (/7)"(1) = 0, so from the proof of Theorem 3.3 [4] there exists a! = (F 1 , n\ β 1 ) (depending upon β 19 f, ε, and σ and, therefore, on /, ε, and σ) such that 
(Φ) > (l/A)π(H).
By ( [9] , 3.2D) there exists a neighborhood Ψ of 7 such that Φ*Ψ c iί*7 .
Since 7 6 Z(K), π(Φ*H*Ύ) -π(Φ*H) and τr(£Γ*7) -π(£Γ)
. There exists g lf g 2 6 L\K) such that [4], 4.6) and studied by Dunkl and Ramirez [6] is first countable and σ-compact. Also K is discrete at points of K\Z{K) and Z(K) = {1}. Thus by the above theorem and Remarks 3.5 (iv) and (v) every closed subset of K is sequentially strong Ditkin and hence is also strong Ditkin in case S(K) is a Banach algebra, we note that this result is new even when S(K) = L\K) and is partially in contrast with the corresponding result for the group case where every nondiscrete locally compact abelian group G contains nonspectral closed sets.
(ii) On the other hand, points in K need not even be spectral sets for A(K) by ( [4] , §4) and therefore, by Remark 3.1 (iv) for AS(K).
REMARK 3.9. Theorem 3.6 can also be deduced from the following discussion:
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and A a regular Banach algebra in C 0 (X) with structure space X. Let B be a subalgebra of A which is either a dense ideal or contains C 00 (X) Π A equipped with a locally convex topology given by seminorms {\\.\\ σ :σeΣ} satisfying: for some rj a > 0, \\φf\\ σ ^ Vo\\φ\\Λ\\t\\ σ for φeA,ψeB such that φψeB. Then B has separately continuous multiplication so that B is a locally convex algebra. We further suppose that B has an approximate unit {φ β : βeD} such that p = aup{\\φ β \\ A :βeD} < oo .
Let E be a closed subset of X. E will be said to be ultra-strong Ditkin for A if there exists a net {ψ a :ae A) in C 00 (X) n A such that ( i ) each ψ a vanishes in a neighborhood of E, (ii) X = sup{||^β|L ι :αeΛ} < oo and (iii) for each φ in A that vanishes on E, \\φψ a -φ\\ A >0.
We shall say that E is ultra-strong Ditkin for B if there exists a net {w t :te T} in C 0Q (X) Π B satisfying (i) and (ii) with φ a replaced by w t and A by T and (iii) with ψ a replaced by w tf A by B and || \\ A by H IU for each σ.
We shall now show that if E is ultra-strong Ditkin for A then it is so for B.
Let T = {{a, β): a e Λ, β e D} and Since \\φ -φψ a \\ A -> 0 there exists α 0 (depending upon φ, ε, α, and ft and therefore on 9, ε, σ) such that In this section we shall give examples of Segal algebras. We shall first recall Lorentz spaces introduced by Lorentz [12] and further studied by Hunt [8] , Blozinski [1] , O'Neil [13] and Yap [26] .
Let l<p<oo,l<:g<co. Let p' be the conjugate of p i.e., p' = p/(p -1).
Let / be a (complex valued) measurable function defined on a measure space (X, μ). For y ^ 0, we define m(f,y) = μ{xeX:\Ax)\>y}. 
